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Deterministic 1-way stack automata (SA) are generalized to include jumps, and it 
is established that for any SA there exists an equivalent semi-real-time Jump SA. 
Applying a well-known information theoretic argument to the Jump SA, we prove 
that certain languages cannot be SA languages. Parallel to Cole's treatment (J. Assoc. 
Comput. Mach. (1971), 306--328) of pushdown automata, we show that SA's can be 
reduced to real-time n-dimensional cellular automata. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Stack automata were first introduced in [3] and [4], and have since attracted 
considerable interest [5, 6, 9]. In a pushdown automaton, read-write access to the 
storage is always limited to the top square. In a stack automaton, however, the storage 
head can also access the interior part of the store in a read-only mode. Establishing 
nonrecognizability of languages by stack automata is rather complicated [4, 9]. In 
automata theory, however, there is a well-known information theoretic argument, 
based on memory access limitation, which can be applied to semi-real-time automata. 
In Sections I I I ,  IV and V we reduce SA's to an equivalent class of semi-real-time 
automata; and in Section VI we show that the above technique can be applied to prove 
that certain languages are not SA languages. In Section VII, we outline how the above 
reduced semi-real-time automata can further be reduced to real-time n-dimensional 
cellular automata. 
II. BASIC MODEL 
A deterministic 1-way stack automaton (stack automaton or SA) consists of two tapes, 
the input tape and the stack, and a finite state control. The input and the stack alphabets 
are finite, given by 27 and F, respectively. A step of an SA is determined by the symbols 
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scanned by the input and the stack heads and the state of the finite control. The input 
head moves right only, and may move at most by one square in one step. When the 
input head scans a square containing any symbol ai, for the very next step (Z-step) the 
input symbol is a~, and for the subsequent s eps (A-steps) the input symbol is taken 
as A (the null string), until the input head moves to the right. Initially, the stack content 
is Z 0 (Z 0 e F). At any instant, the stack content y is in F*. If y = Zoy o = y iZx,  where 
Z0, Z 1 e/1, then Z 0 and Z 1 are the bottom and the top of the stack, respectively. In
one step, the stack head can move left (toward bottom) or right (toward top) by one 
square, or stay on the present square. In addition, if it is at the top of the stack, then 
it can erase the top symbol (if the stack content is yZ, after erasure of Z it will be y) 
or print a new symbol on the top (if the stack content is y, after printing Z it will be 
yZ). In either case, the head will scan the resulting top of the stack. In the following, 
when there is no ambiguity, stack head moves are simply referred to as moves. 
A Jump SA (JSA) is an SA with some extended capabilities. When the head prints 
a symbol, it can also introduce certain markers, known as tabs, taken from a finite tab 
alphabet. At any instant, many stack squares can have the same tab, and a square can 
contain a subset of tabs. The steps do not depend on the tabs. In addition to the stack 
head moves possible in SA steps, JSA steps allow the following stack head jump moves. 
1. Nonerase jump: jump left or right to the square containing the first occurrence 
(excluding the present square) of any given tab, without changing the content 
of the stack. 
2. Erase jump: when the head is at the top of the stack, it can jump left to the 
square containing the first occurrence of any given tab, erasing the stack 
content which is to the right of the repositioned square. 
A JSA can be represented asin Fig. 1. In this illustration, the input is a t "" an, and 
C 
FIG. 1. 
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A Jump SA. 
a 1 "" ai_ 1 has been already processed. The present state is q, the stack content is 
(Z0,2to)... (Z~., 2t~) ".. (Zm, An), and the stack head is scanning (Zj, 2t~). Each 2ti is a 
subset of the set of tabs. We designate the bottom of the stack as the 0th square, and 
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the square to the right of the kth square as the (k + 1)th square. Thus for the stack 
in Fig. 1, the content of the kth square is (Zk, Ak). 
A configuration indicates the state, the contents of the stack, the position of the 
stack head, and the remaining input. In Fig. 1, the configuration is 
... a . ,  (Zo,  o)(Zl, 
We assume the conventional definition of language acceptance by an automaton to 
hold for this model. A formal description of a JSA is given in the Appendix. 
An SA can be defined as a JSA with 0 tabs. I f  Fig. I represents an SA, then each 
Ak ---- ~b; and we represent (Zk, ~b) by Z k . 
Two automata are equivalent if the languages accepted by them are the same. 
An automaton is a k-semi-real-time automaton if, for every input, the maximum 
number of consecutive A-steps (between any two consecutive Z-steps or after the 
last Z-step) is, at most, k. An automaton is a semi-real-time automaton if it is a k-semi- 
real-time automaton, for some k. The case k ---- 0 corresponds to real-time. 
I I I .  BASIC REDUCTIONS 
In this section, we give some basic reductions of SA's. These are well documented in
the literature [4-6], and for continuity we give short informal proofs. Let us first define 
some restrictions on SA's. In any configuration, 
R 1 : each Z-step is a pause, i.e., stack content is not changed; 
R~ : after a left-move step there cannot be any right-move step before the next 
Z-step; 
R 3 : a print step cannot be followed by an erase step before the next Z-step; 
and there is a finite bound on the number of print steps on A-input; 
R 4 : there can be at most one print step on A-input; 
R 5 : an erase step cannot be followed by a print step, before the next Z-step; 
R 6 : each A-step is not a pause. 
We define an SAi,  1 ~ i ~ 6, as an SA with the restrictions R1 ,..., R i and an SA 0 as 
any SA. 
LEMMA 1. For any SAi, 0 ~< i < 6, an equivalent SAi+ 1 can be constructed. 
Proof. Let the given SAi be M i , and construct Mi+l, an equivalent SAi+ 1 , as 
indicated below. 
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Mo---~ MI  : 
Replace a X-step of M 0 by a pause X-step, followed by a A-step. 
MI~M2: 
If  the configuration of M 1 at any instant is (x, Z o ""qZ~ ""Z , , ) ,  then the corre- 
sponding configuration of M 2 will be (x, (Z  o , ro) "'" q(Zj , rj) ... (Z,n , r,,)), where each 
rk : K--+ K, K being the set of states of M 1 , is a partial function. If rk(qi ) = qi' and 
M 1 scans the kth square in state qi,  then by a sequence of A-steps, M x goes left and 
returns to that square in state qi'. Thus when M 2 scans the kth square in state qi, 
it just changes its state to qi' if rk(qi ) = qi', or it moves left if rk(qi ) is undefined and 
M 1 has to move left. When M 1 prints a new symbol Zn+l, 3//2 can compute the cor- 
responding r~+ 1using (Z~, rn). 
M2- -+Ms:  
Let M 2 have s 1 states and s 2 stack symbols. Then M s has a storage, which can store 
up to sis 2 stack symbols of M~, as a part of its finite control. The sequence of print 
steps generated by M2 on A-input are handled as follows. 
M s keeps track of the symbols printed and erased by M~ using its sis 2 symbol storage. 
If the net symbols printed is not more than sis 2 , then M s prints them at the end. 
I f  the net symbols printed is more than sis 2 , then M 3 detects this as an overflow of 
its sis 2 symbol storage and rejects the input string. In this case, verify that M 2 con- 
tinuously prints on A-input, and hence cannot accept he input string. 
M3~M4: 
Compress the stack content of M 3 and make the obvious modifications to its finite 
control. 
M4-~Ms: 
On A-input, if M 4 prints after erasure, then M 5 will remember the printed symbol 
in its finite control until the next print or erase step. When M 5 has a symbol of M 4 
stored in its finite control, if M 4 prints another symbol, then M~ will print the stored 
symbol and store the new symbol; if M 4 erases the top symbol, then M 5 will discard 
the stored symbol. 
M 5 --~ M 6 : Obvious. Q.E.D. 
IV. REDUCTION OF LEFT MOVES 
In this section, the erase and the left-move steps between any two consecutive 
Z-steps are replaced by a bounded number of jump steps. First of all, we define a 
restricted JSA: JSA 1 . 
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A JSAx is a JSA with the following restrictions. 
R 1 : any Z-step is a pause; 
R 2 : any sequence of A-steps must be one of the following: 
(a) a sequence (possibly null) of nonjump right-move steps, 
(b) (a) followed by a print step, 
(c) (a) followed by an erase jump step, 
(d) (a), (b) or (c) followed by a nonerase left-jump step. 
Thus, a JSA 1 is an SAe , in which the erase and the left-move steps between any two 
consecutive Z-steps are replaced by an erase jump step and a nonerase left-jump step, 
respectively. 
LEMMA 2. For any SAe, M, an equivalent JSA1, M' ,  can be constructed. 
Proof. I f  M has s states, denoted by the set K, then M'  will have s + 1 tabs, denoted 
by the set T~. At any instant, if the stack content of M is Z 0 ".' Z i "" Z,~, then the 
corresponding stack content of M' will be 
((z0, go, v0), {Vo}) ". ((25, gj, v3, (v j}) ... ((zm, gin, v~), (v~}). 
Each % is a member of T~, and each gj : K ~ T~ • K • {e, n} is a partial function, 
with the following significance. I f  M, scanning the jth square in state q, moves left 
and halts on the kth square in state q', then M'  will have gj(q) = (vk, q', n) (n indicates 
nonerase) and v k r {vj_l, %+2 ,..., vk+x}. If M, scanning the j th square in state q, 
erases the stack until it scans the kth square in state q' and does not erase any further, 
then M'  will have gj(q) = (vk, q', e) and vk 6 {Vj_l, %-2 .... , Vk+l). 
When M prints a new symbol, Zn+l, M '  computes gn+l using (Z~, gn, v,), and 
selects v,+ 1 to be any one of the tabs not in the range ofgn+ 1(there can be at most s tabs 
in the range of gn+l, whereas the total number of tabs of M '  is s + 1). M '  makes use 
of the g~ functions to replace a sequence of erase steps or a sequence of nonerase left- 
move steps by an erase jump step or a nonerase left-jump step, respectively. The 
complete construction is given in [7]. Q.E.D. 
This result is similar to that for the pushdown automata given in [2], but was proved 
independently. 
V. REDUCTION OF RIGHT MOVES 
Now we give our most significant result, a construction for replacing a sequence of 
right-move steps on A-input by a bounded number of right-jump steps. In this reduc- 
tion, a complication arises due to the fact that there is no way of anticipating whether 
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the head, starting in different states on a square, will go into the same state after some 
right moves on A-input. First we define a restricted JSA: JSAz. 
A JSA 2 is a JSA 1 in which case (a) of restriction R 2 is replaced by: 
(a) i right-jump pause pairs, for 0 ~ i ~ k, where k lis a constant (a right-jump 
pause pair is a right jump followed by a pause). 
Remark 1. Any JSA., is a semi-real-time JSA. 
LEMMA 3. For any JSA 1 , M, an equivalent JSA 2 , M' ,  can be constructed. 
Proof. Let the sets of states and tabs of M be K and T~, respectively. Let the 
number of states of M be s (@ K = s). M '  will have s additional tabs and states 
given by T r ----- {ti I i = 1,..., s} and {~ I t, ~ T,}, respectively. Let < be a total ordering 
over the tabs of T~. For convenience, let this ordering be t i < t s if[ i < j. At any 
instant, if the stack content of M is (Zo, do) "" (Z~, Aj) ".. (Z,~, A,~), then the cor- 
responding stack content of M '  will be 
( (Zo ,  %,  u Ao)  "" ( ( z j  , as ,  u A3  "" ( (Z . ,  , , u 
Each )~s is a subset of T r ; each a~ : K--+ T r is a partial 1-1 function; and each 
/3~ : )b -+ K is a total function. 
If  as(q) = tk and M'  scans the jth square in state q, then on A-input it jumps right 
to tab tk and changes tate to tk. I f  fis(tk) = q and M'  scans the jth square in state ik, 
then on A-input it changes tate to q (pause step). 
I f  on A-input M goes from jth square to kth square by a sequence of right-move 
steps and does not move right from kth square, then on A-input M '  will go from jth 
square to kth square by a sequence of at most s right-jump pause pairs. For achieving 
this behavior, M '  will be designed such that if on A-input, M '  executes ajump right to 
tab tk~, followed by a pause, followed by a jump right to tab tk,, then tk, < t~.  
We indicate how a~-,/3~ and ~ of M'  are computed. Unless otherwise specified, 
assume ~j = q~, and ~- and fi~ to be undefined. 
j = O: Let there be n states ql,  q2 ,..., q~ such that M scanning the Oth square in 
each state qi moves right. Then define %(qi) = ti for i = 1,..., n. 
j > O: For every p ~ K, case (a) or (b) is applied. 
Case a. M,  scanning j th square in state p, does not move right on A-input. 
For every qi such that M, scanning ( j -  l)th square in state qi, moves right into 
state p, place a~_~(qi ) in A s and define fls(~S_l(qi)) = p. 
Case b. M, scanning the jth square in state p, moves right on A-input. 
Let there be n >/0  states ql, q2 ,..., q~ such that M, scanning the ( j  --  1)th square 
in each state qi, moves right into state p. 
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The complete construction is given in [7]. 
From Lemmas 1, 2 and 3 and Remark 1 we have the following result. 
(i) I f  n = 1, then define aj(p) = c~j_l(qx ).
(ii) I f  n ~> 2, then let S = {~a-l(qi)] i = 1,..., n}, and let t~ be the lowest order 
tab in S (f ie S and t~ < tk for every t~eS- -{ f i} ) .  Define e j (p )= h ;  
and for every tk e S - -  {h}, place tk in Aj and define fl~(tk) = p. 
(iii) I f  n = 0, then let there be z such p's: P l ,  P2 ..... p , .  Let D be the set of tabs 
in the range of ~ assigned in (i) and (ii) for all states in K. Then there are 
at least z members in T~ --  D: tm I , t,,~ ..... t,, . Define e~(Pl) = t,, t , 
~J(P2) = t,. ,  , . . . ,  ~(pz)  = t~, . 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 1. For any SA an equivalent semi-real-time JSA can be constructed. 
Open Problem. In Theorem 1, can we replace "semi-real-time" by "real-time" ?
VI. MEMORY ACCESS 
In this section we investigate the memory access capacity of JSA's. 
LEMMA 4. Any n-tab JSA M cannot access more than 1 + 2(n + 1)k '~+1 squares 
in k steps, for any k. 
Proof. Consider an instant when the stack is very long. Let us denote the present 
square as the reference square. Let f (n ,  k) be the maximum number of squares M can 
reach in k steps. Let g(n, k) be the maximum number of squares M can reach in k 
steps, on one side of the reference square. Note that f (n ,  h) = 2g(n, k) + 1. 
On one side of the reference square, M can access n + 1 squares in one step as 
shown in Fig. 2. For this first step, the 0th possibility is a nonjump left move and the 
ith possibility, 1 ~ i ~ n, is a jump left to the (first) square, wi ,  containing the ith 
distinct tab. Note that these distinct tabs need not be in any particular order. 
o/ 
I .1 I ,1 I!1 I ol \1 
Reference  S .~  ~" - -  
FIG. 2. Memory access in one step. 
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In the next k -- 1 steps, in between w~ and w~.+l (for 0 ~<j ~< n -- 1), it can access 
g(j, k -- 1) squares from each of w~ and w~+ 1; it can also access g(n, k -- 1) squares to 
the left of w~. Hence, 
n--1 
g(n,k) =n § l +g(n ,k - -1 )  + 2 ~g( j ,k - -  1). 
j=0 
Thus g(n ,k )= l  +g(n ,k - -1 )+g(n- - l , k )+g(n- - l , k - -1 ) .  We also have 
g(0, k) = k and g(n, 0) = 0, immediately from the definition ofg. From these equations, 
it can be shown that g(n, k) ~ (n q- 1)k~+l; hence f(n, k) <~ 1 q- 2(n + 1)k ~+1. Thus, 
M cannot reach more than 1 -}- 2(n q- 1)k n+l squares in k steps. Q.E.D. 
As a consequence, we have the following corollaries. Let 
L = {xmc "'" CX ldX i  R [ m >/ 1, 1 ~ i ~ m, xj ~ {a, b}* 
for j = 1,..., m}, 
where z R = reverse of z. 
COROLLARY 1. L cannot be accepted by any SA. 
Proof. If not, let M be an SA which accepts L. By Theorem 1, there exists an 
m-semi-real-time n-tab JSA, M',  equivalent to M. At any instant, M'  can make at most 
(m + 1)k steps on any k input symbols. Thus by Lemma 4, M'  cannot access more 
than 1 + 2(n + 1)((m + 1)k) n+l stack squares on any k input symbols. Let M'  have s 
states and d stack symbols. When the last k input symbols are received, M'  cannot 
distinguish more than sd l+2(n+l)(t~+l)k)n+l different previous input strings. 
For anyk>~l ,  let A k={x lxE{a ,b}*  and length of x=k}.  There are 2~_1 
distinct subsets of Ak, each of which contains 2 k-1 members. For each subset B = 
{x2~-~ , x2~_1_ 1 ,..., x2 , x,} , form a string /) = xe~-~cx~-l_lC "" cxecxld (not unique). 
Select a suitably large k such that 2k q > sd 1+2(~+1)((~+1)~')~§ (this can be done). 
Then there will be two subsets B 1 and B2 of Ak such that after M'  processes t)1 and t)2 
when any input string y of length k is received, M'  will accept or reject both strings 
/)lY and/)2Y- It can also be seen that there exists an x ~ B 1 -- B~. Hence,/)1 xR ~L 
and/)2 xR ~L, and x R is of length k, a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2. The family of SA languages is not closed under reversal. 
Proof. L R is easily seen to be an SA language. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3. The language {x,~c "" cx, [ m >~ 1, xi ~ {a, b}* for i = 1,..., m and 
xj :/= xk if  j C= k for j, k = 1 .... , m} cannot be accepted by any SA. 
Proof. Similar to Corollary 1. Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY 4. For every n >/ 1, there exists a language Ln which can be accepted 
by an n-tab JSA in real-time, but cannot be accepted by any (n -- 1)-tab JSA in semi- 
real-time. 
Proof. It can be easily shown that the language Xn of Cole [1, 2] is such an Ln. 
Cole showed that Xn can be accepted in real-time ven by an n-tab pushdown auto- 
maton with jumps [2]. As in Corollary 1, we can show that Xn cannot be accepted by 
any (n -- 1)-tab JSA in semi-real-time. Q.E.D. 
Thus the semi-real-time JSA's form a hierarchy with respect to the number of tabs. 
VII. ARRAY AUTOMATA 
An n-dimensional cellular automaton (n -- CA) consists of a 1-way input tape to- 
gether with an n-dimensional regular array of cells (n-dimensional integer space), each 
of which contains afinite state machine (fsm). There is a single input head which scans 
a square of the input tape, and a single array head which scans a cell of the array. Any 
two cells which are separated by no more than a distance 1 along every axis 
are neighbors of each other, i.e., {(a 1 q- dl,  a 2 q- d2 ..... an -[- d,){ I di[ ~ 1 for 
i : 1, 2,..., n} is the set of neighbors of (al, a2 ..... an). 
A step of computation consists of an input head move and an array head move, 
together with a state transformation for each fsm in the array. The input and array 
head moves depend on the input symbol scanned (a Z-symbol or A) and the state 
of the fsm scanned by the array head. The input head moves right only, and in one 
step it may move right by at most one square. In one step, the array head may move to 
any one of the neighbors of the cell it is currently scanning. The next state of the fsm 
in any cell depends upon the present state of each of its neighbors; the next state of 
the fsm in the cell containing the array head also depends upon the input symbol being 
scanned. The fsm's in all cells are identical and start in a designated initial state. 
An input string is accepted by an n -  CA, M, if, after processing the complete 
input, the state of the fsm scanned by the array head is in a designated set of final 
states. 
The set of strings accepted by M is the language accepted by M. 
This model is slightly different from Cole's model [1, 2], but the results are not 
sensitive to the particular model employed. 
Our initial interest in SA's arose while studying the capabilities of cellular automata 
[7]. The following theorem relates SA's and CA's. 
THEOREM 2. For every semi-real-time n-tab JSA, M, an equivalent real-time 
(n + 1) -- CA, M', can be constructed. 
Proof. The proof is rather involved; we will only indicate how the stack content 
of an n-tab JSA is stored in the cells of the (n q- 1) -- CA. The storing will be such 
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that information accessible in one step (jump or nonjump) of a JSA will be accessible 
by a bounded number of CA steps. We show how to store this information by induction 
on the number of tabs. 
A stack content (Zo, ~) (Z 1 , q~) "" (Zi ,  q~) is stored along the first axis in [i/2] cells 
as (Zo, Zi) , (Z1, Zi_t),... , (ZLi/2j, Zri/2q). Let each ofyo, Yl ,..., Y,, be a stack content 
containing k distinct tabs. Assume that each Yi has been stored in some (k -4- 1)- 
dimensional subarray. Then the stack content yo(Zo, {to} ) yl(Z1, {tl} ) ". ym(Z,~, {tin}) 
containing (k + 1) distinct abs such that each tab t i is distinct from the tabs contained 
in Yi is stored as given in Fig. 3. Observe that the JSA can move from (Zi,  {ti}) square 
I Z0 
-lh 
6.+1 )- "Jz'.e:.s i o~,a ~-s~2 -~  : .L 5" : t , .~_ , iT .g  
~ (k+7)-th a>:~s 
FIG. 3. S tor ing  s tack  in the  ar ray .  
to the (Zi+l, {ti+l}) square by a jump right to tab t~+ 1 . The CA can simulate the same 
action by a single array head move along the (k + 2)th axis. There are, of course, 
many other complex situations to be considered. Details can be obtained from [7]. 
Thus, any semi-real-time n-tab JSA can be reduced to an equivalent semi-real-time 
(n + 1) -  CA. The semi-real-time (n + 1) -  CA can further be reduced to an 
equivalent real-time (n + 1) -- CA, by the application of straight forward linear 
speed-up. Q.E.D. 
Remark 2. By applying the storage access limitation argument to the n-CA, we 
can prove Corollaries 1 to 5. 
APPENDIX:  FORMAL DEF IN IT ION OF A JSA 
A JSA, M, is a 10-tuple (K, F, 27, T, 3, 3j, qo, F, Z o , Ao), where 
K is a finite set of states, 
27 is the finite input alphabet, 
qo ~ K is the initial state, 
F _C K is the set of final states, 
F and T are finite sets of stack and tab alphabets, respectively. 
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Let us denote the total alphabet/' • 2 r by S; (Zo, ho) ~ S is the initial stack content; 
and 
8 :K  • (Zu  {A}) •  K • ({--1, 0, + l ,  e} u S) 
and 
a t :Kx(Zu{A})  •215 T•  
(where --1, +1, 0 and e indicate left, right, pause and erase steps, respectively), 
are partial functions uch that for any a ~ LT, at most one of 8(q, a, Z), ~(q, A, Z), 
at( q, a, Z) or 8j(q, A, Z) is defined. ~ and 8 5 denote nonjumps and jumps, respectively. 
A configuration of M consists of the state, the contents of the stack, the position 
of the stack head, and the remaining input. For example, in Fig. 1, the configuration is 
(a,ai+I " a , ,  (z0, ho) ( z l ,  h ) " "  q(z~, h~) ... (zm, h,~). 
Define a relation ~--M between configurations of M as follows. 
(let a ~ Z k3 {A}; x ~ Z*; q, q' ~ K; Yl, Y2, Y3, Y4, Y5 ~ S*; '~1, h2, '~3 _C T; 
1. If 8(q, a, Zl) ~--- (q', - -1 ) ,  then 
(ax, y~(& , h~) q(Zl , h,)y, ~ ,  (x, y,q'(Z2 , h,)(z,  , *x)y,). 
Note that in this left-move step it is impossible for the stack head to leave 
the stack. 
2. If $(q, a, ZI) = (q', 0), then 
(ax, yeq(Z~ , h~)y~) ~--'M (X, y2q'(Z~ , h~)y~). 
This pause step involves no stack head move. 
3. If 8(q, a, Z1) = (q', +l ) ,  then 
(ax, yeq(Z1, h~) (Z 2 , he)y1) ~"-M (X, y2(Z~ , h~) q'(Ze , h2)Yl). 
In this right-move step it is also impossible for the stack head to leave the stack. 
4. If 8(q, a, Z~) = (q', e), then 
(ax, yi(Z2 , h o) q(Z1, hi) ) ~"-M (X, y lq ' (Z 2 , h2)). 
This erase step takes place only when the stack head is at the top. 
5. If 8(q, a, Z1) = (q', (Ze, he) , then 
(ax, y~q(Z1, h~)) ~--'-M (x, y l (Z1,  h )  q'(Z2 , h2))- 
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This print step also takes place only when the stack head is at the top. 
6. If 8j(q, a, Z1) = (q', t, --1), then 
(ax, y3(Z2 , ~2) Y2q(Z1, ;h)Yl) e-u (x, y3q'(Z~ , As) y2(Z1, )q)Yl) 
where t ~ )i 2 and if Y2 = Ys(Z3, ~3)Y,, then t ~ )~3. In this nonerase left-jump 
step, the stack head jumps left to the first square containing t as a tab. 
7. I f  8j(q, a, Z1) = (q', t, ~-1), then 
(ax, y3q(Z1, ~1) Y~(Z2 , hs)Yl) e--u (X, y3(Z1, ~) ysq'(Zs , A s )Yl) 
where t ~ A 2 and if Y2 = Ys(Z3, ~a)Y4, then t ~ A s . In this right-jump step, 
the stack head jumps right to the first square containing t as a tab. 
8. If 8~(q, a, Z1) = (q', t, e), then 
(ax, ys(Z2, )ts) Ylq(Z~ , ~1)) F-M (X, y~q'(Zs , hs)), 
where t E A 2 and i fy 1 = y4(Z3, )t3)y ~ , then t ~ ;~z. This erase jump step occurs 
only when the stack head is at the top. 
Steps (6), (7) and (8) are jump steps, and the rest are nonjump steps. A step is a 
2~-step or a A-step depending upon whether a ~ X or a = A, respectively. 
Let ~-u be the transitive closure of ~--u 9 
T(M), the language accepted by M, is defined: 
T(M) = {x/x c S,* and (x, qo(Zo, A0)  ~-M (A, y2q(Z, h)yl) , whereyl ,  Ys e S*, q ~F, 
(Z, h) ~ S, and 8(q, A, Z) and 8j-(q, A, Z) are undefined}. 
Thus M starts off in the configuration (x, qo(Zo, ~o)), and it accepts the input string 
x if, after processing all of the symbols in x, the state of M is in F. 
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